Job Detail
Staff Level

Position Title

【Applicants in Japan Only, High level Candidate needs no Japanese, Top
Company】Data Scientist

Recruiter Company

INBOUND TECHNOLOGY CO.,Ltd /インバウンドテクノロジー株式会社

Company Name

Company name is private

Activated / Updated

2020-07-07 / 2020-10-02

Job Type

IT (Other) - Other
Other Job Type - Other Job Type
IT (PC, Web, Unix) - Programmer

Industry

IT - Other

Location

Asia Japan Tokyo

■Main job
【Main Task】
・Business issue interview and basic approach proposal
・Building POC product for fixing business issue by using Machine learning model
■Development Environment
【PC specification】
・Mac / Windows PC
・External Display
・Standard PC spec is Core i5 CPU and 16GB Memory
【Development Tools】
- GitHub Enterprise
- Atlassian（Confluence, Jira）
- Slack
- Circle CI
【Big Data Analysis Environment】
・Big Data Analysis
- Hadoop/Hive/Spark/Hue/Sqoop(CDH)
- Presto
- Redash/Apache Zeppelin
・Programming language
- Scala
- Python
－－－－－－ Necessary skills and experiences －－－－－－
・Data science (You have one or more of the following (and willingness to learn
some of the others)
〇Experience working with big data (spark)
Job Description

〇Experience building machine learning models in R or SAS or SKLearn
〇Experience working with Tensorflow for computer vision
・Programming language (one of followings)
〇Python
〇Scala
〇Note: R, SAS may also be considered but candidate must be willing to learn
one of the above as well
・One of following skills
〇Cloud environment
Experience working with AWS, Azure, GCP environments
Building ETL Pipeline
Launching model as API
〇Container (Docker)
Experience launching container related product
－－－－－ Nice to have skills and experiences (welcome things) －－－－－

・Side projects to show
・Business level English
・Business level Japanese skill
・Diverse background
・Big data analysis experience
－－－－－ Personality －－－－－
・Willingness to learn
・Open to challenges
・Fact based analysis, discussion and presentation
・Issue driven discussion and approach proposal
・Strong commitment to make progress
・Willingness to share artifact to team and contribution to team

Company Info

■Description about Business and Position
The company has more than 40 services. There are significant numbers of
transactions data on the company's platform. AI Department is doing machine
learning project to solve business issue and improve user experience by
leveraging the company's data. There are many opportunities to leverage the
company's data to make significant business impact. We are searching new
member who can lead machine learning model development and api release
projects from scratch for solving business issue and improving user experience at
the company's platform.

English Level

Business Conversation Level (TOEIC 735-860)

Japanese Level

Daily Conversation Level

Salary

JPY - Japanese Yen JPY 7000K Over

Salary Description

Social Insurance
Commuting/Transportation Allowance

Holiday Description

Five-Day Workweek
Summer Holidays
Paid Holidays
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